From Innovations to Solutions. Camelot Innovative Technologies Lab is the leading SAP consultancy for digital value chain management.
With more than 20 years of experience we lead our customers in their digital transformation. Our capabilities range from the strategic
dialogue around current challenges in the digital world to the implementation and support of innovative solutions.

Young Professional (m/f/d)
Data Management / Data Specialist
Only accurate and reliable data enables organizations to truly gain insight into business development, deliver world-class service and make
the right decisions for a successful stratgy. Do you want to work on innovative and demanding process consulting and implementation
projects? Become part of our dynamic team.

What’s your future business?

Who are you?

 Carrying out innovative projects as Consultant
or Developer with focus on Data Management
 Evaluation of large amounts of data with stateof-the-art data science methods such as
Machine Learning, Classifaction, Clustering and
Pattern Search
 Collaboration in the development of innovative
topics like linking AI with master data
management
 Creation and implementation of innovative
concepts to improve data quality
 Location: Mannheim, Cologne, Munich

 Completed apprenticeship or Young
Professional with at least first relevant
experience
 Wide-ranging IT skills and a keen interest in
technical issues and innovations, especially in
the SAP environment
 Good knowledge of at least one programming
language
 Outstanding communication and presentation
skills in German and English

What do we believe in?
Triggering innovation by collaboration – this is our mission. Consultancy is people business and knowledge is key. That is why we value our
employees as much as our clients. Together, we develop skills mutually matching our visions and ideas by constantly learning, growing
and innovating. Camelot colleagues take responsibility from the moment they join us. Entrepreneurial attitude is as important to us as
strong teamwork, knowledge sharing and corporate social responsibility. Read more on www.camelot-itlab.com/careers

How hungry are you?
Find us. Wow us. Join us.
www.camelot-itlab.com/careers

Your Benefits

Stay in Touch

Your Contact
Jennifer Schickel
Recruiter

www.facebook.com/camelotcareers

+49 621 86298-805

